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Love & Hip Hop: New York (Series 3)

12 x 60'

EPISODIC BREAKDOWN

1. The Whole Truth And Nothing But The Truth...

Exes Tahiry and Joe have some unfinished business and are trying to redefine their friendship
while dealing with interference from Joe’s best friend, trouble maker Raqi Thunda. Rich and Erica
have taken their relationship to a new level and Yandy has deals with her expanding family.

2. Raq And A Hard Place

Joe puts Raqi in her place for stepping over the line and ends their friendship, but now he is
dealing with a much greater personal problem. Jen and Cons celebrate their sons’ first birthday,
but argue over religious differences. Rich and Erica are quickly learning that business and
pleasure don’t mix.

3. Family Matters

Consequence and Jen deal with the conflicting role religion plays in their relationship.
Mendeecees and Yandy wonder if they are ready to take the next step in their relationship. Joe
continues his path of recovery with help from two of the most important people in his life. Drama
hits Team Dollaz and it’s apparent Rich’s two leading ladies can’t agree on anything.

4. Life Support

Erica and Olivia meet to settle the score. Tahiry continues be a part of Joe’s support team and
surprises him with a pop-up visit and gift. Yandy and Mendeecees face a most difficult time as
parents. Jen finds a new friend in Raqi, but a girls’ night out goes bad when Raqi has an
unfortunate run-in with Rashidah.

5. Can’t Take The Heat

Tahiry and Joe continue on their path of trying to work on friendship. Yandy gets out of the
doghouse with Mendeecees by making a sexy video for his birthday. Rich reluctantly agrees to
Erica doing a ballad as her first single. Jen and Raqi have a test interview with Hot97, which ends
up testing their friendship.
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6. Ain’t Always About The Dollaz

Rich gives Erica an ultimatum in her career. Kaylin takes a stand regarding Joe and Tahiry’s
relationship, but when Tahiry sees Kaylin, it gets ugly. Cons sticks up for Jen by defending his girl.
Mendeecees takes matters into his own hands and deals with a disrespectful situation the only
way he knows how.

7. Burn After Reading

Rich gives Erica an ultimatum in her career. Kaylin takes a stand regarding Joe and Tahiry’s
relationship, but when Tahiry sees Kaylin, it gets ugly. Cons sticks up for Jen by defending his girl.
Mendeecees takes matters into his own hands and deals with a disrespectful situation the only
way he knows how.

8. Closing The Book

Rich takes action and confronts Erica but she remains steadfast. Joe has a revelation about how
he has treated Tahiry and commits to changing. Lore’l lets Winter know how she feels once and
for all. The holiday season poses more tension for Jen and Cons. Rashidah launches her new
shoe line, but still can’t seem to escape negativity.

9. Redemption Song

Lore’l and Cons attempt to do a record together. Raqi and Rashidah prove their disdain for one
another. Joe finally steps up to the plate and supports Tahiry in her career, but does she trust his
intentions? Rich pulls the rug out from underneath Erica.

10. Do The Right Thing

Erica fights to get her man back the best way she knows how, but a secret is revealed to Olivia
that may spice things up. Tahiry gears up for a meaningful trip and is pleasantly surprised by Joe’s
support. Raqi tries to right her wrongs. Yandy and Mendeecees make a big decision.

11. With Or Without You?

Rich realizes the love triangle he is involved in, has to come to an end. Joe accompanies Tahiry to
DR for more than just support. Tahiry faces her past head on, in order to move forward. After the
happiest time in their life, Mendeecees and Yandy’s family is about to embark on something that
can ultimately tear them apart.

12. One Day At A Time

Joe and Tahiry deal with the realizations they’ve made in DR, which involves the fate of his
relationship with Kaylin. Deep secrets are revealed between Rich and Erica. Jen and Cons find
strength in the face of adversity. Yandy copes with the recent drama surrounding her family.
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